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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

HOW IT WORKS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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The Blue Mountain Mesh over-the-gutter, ski-slope design, system forms 
a physical barrier to prevent leaves and debris from entering gutters. The 
mesh fits from the outside edge of the gutter across the gutter section and 
then is attached to the roof surface. This creates a platform that suspends 
leaves and debris above the roof gutter, allowing the majority of material 
build-up to be blown away by wind action.  Blue Mountain Mesh over-the-
gutter gutter protection systems offer year round low-maintenance 
protection that keeps gutters from getting blocked, preventing flooding of 
eaves, ceiling and wall cavities; and extra protection from hail and flooding 
rains during storms.

Blue Mountain Mesh 4mm aluminium gutter guard is designed to prevent leaves and debris from entering gutters 
and downpipes.  Particularly suited to situations where a building has native trees, like gums nearby that drop not 
just leaves but also nuts;  the aperture of Blue Mountain Mesh 4mm aluminium gutter guard, assists in minimising 
the entry of leaves and gum nuts into a buildings gutters.

The aluminium, non-combustible mesh gutter guard minimises gutter maintenance and improves the quality of 
rain water collected for tanks.

+  Flexible, ready-made gutter solution
+  Available in the popular COLORBOND® steel range colours
+  Suits only corrugated, tile and Trimdek® or Monoclad® roof types
+  Colour screws match the most popular COLORBOND® steel range colours and comply with AS2331.1 and   
     Surefastener Certification Scheme technical specification
+  Easy to install
+  Designed to shed leaves and debris whilst allowing sunlight and wind into the gutter so it dries out quickly after  
     rain.

COMPLIANCE
+  Conforms to the Australian Standard for the Construction of buildings in bushfire prone  
     areas (AS 3959-2009)
+  Non-combustible material as per AS3959-2009 (CSIRO assessed)
+  Colour coded screws comply to AS2331.1 and Surefasterner Certification Scheme 
     Technical Specification
+  Conforms to the Building Code of Australia (BCA 2009)

GUTTER GUARD 
COMPLIANT

AS3959 - 2009
AUSTRALIAN STANDARD FOR 

CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS 
IN BUSHFIRE-PRONE AREAS

MAINTENANCE
No gutter guard system is completely maintenance free.  From time to time, you will need to check your gutter guard for 
any debris caught on the edge of the mesh or saddles, including the valley mesh.  If there is any build-up of sediment or fine 
debris inside the gutter, use a normal pressure hose to flush the debris through the mesh out of the gutters and down the 
downpipe.  You should not remove the mesh whilst carrying out maintenance.

ORDERING
An online Ordering Tool is available at www.bluemountainmesh.com.au or call 1800 612 908.  Alternatively you can fax your 
order to 07 3041 3588 or email to orders@therhgroup.com.au.



Mesh Corrugated Saddles Metal Screws Metal Gutter Trim
(optional but recommended)
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ROOF TYPES

ROLLS 
Blue Mountain Mesh 4mm Aluminium gutter guard can be purchased in 10m, 15m and 30m rolls.*
*750mm wide Tile Valley mesh is only available in 10m and 30m rolls.

Corrugated Tile Trimdek®

COLOURS

COMPONENTRY

PO Box 3200, Newstead Qld 4006, Australia
Tel: +61 7 3248 9600 (TOLL FREE 1800 612 908)
Fax: +61 7 3041 3588
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Need some advice? Got a question? 

Tech Talk can help.    Whether you’ve got a quick question about your  
installation or you need more detailed technical advice, Tech Talk can help find 
an answer – fast.  Get in touch for free practical information and expert advice 
on Blue Mountain Mesh gutter mesh or ember guard  solutions. 
Available for all customer, trade, retail, design and construction enquiries. 

Ask Tech Talk now.    Phone 1800 612 908.
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Trimdek Saddles

Note : Clips are not provided with Blue Mountain Mesh Aluminium mesh 

* Some aluminium colours (Zincalume®, Dune®, 
Wilderness® and Bushland®) are colour matched - Blue 
Mountain Mesh provide componentry (saddles, trim and 
screws) in the specified COLORBOND® colour and the 
aluminium mesh in the closest compatible 
COLORBOND® colour.  Blue Mountain Mesh has chosen 
the closest match possible to provide a seamless 
addition to the roof and gutters.  For more information on 
colour matched aluminium mesh contact us on 
1800 612 908 or vist www.bluemountainmesh.com.au.

** Pale Terracotta is only available in 10m and 30m rolls 
for tile gutters and valleys. 

CLASSIC CREAMTM

PAPERBARK®

* *

*

*

SHALE GREYTM

ZINCALUME®

MANGROVE®

WILDERNESS®

COTTAGE GREEN®

MANOR RED®

TERRAIN®

DEEP OCEAN®

MONUMENT®

SURFMIST®

DUNE®

WINDSPRAY®

PALE EUCALYPT®

JASPER®

HEADLAND®

IRONSTONE®

NIGHT SKY®

COVETM

BUSHLAND®

GULLYTM

WALLABY®

PALE TERRACOTTA®

BASALT®

WOODLAND GREY®

Printed colours are representations 
only and may differ from actual colours.  
COLORBOND® and all colour names 
used are registered trademarks and 
™ colour names are trademarks of 
BlueScope Steel Limited.

**


